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We study the transition temperature Tc(H) of a quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) superconduc-
tivity which is derived from the quantum effect of an electron motion in a strong magnetic field.
We calculate Tc(H) of both isotropic and anisotropic superconductivity by taking account of the
optimal momentum of the Cooper pairs and the effect of higher harmonic terms along second
conducting axis in the tight-binding model. We find that, although Tc(H) of the spin-singlet
superconductivity is suppressed strongly by the Zeeman effect, the suppression of Tc(H) is not
very severe if we take the optimal pair-momentum and the higher harmonic terms into account.
The obtained Tc(H) for the spin-singlet superconductivity is consistent with the experimental
results in TMTSF salts.
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It is known that the spin-singlet superconductivity is
destroyed by both the orbital frustration and the Pauli
paramagnetic effect. Recently, the reentrance of the su-
perconductivity which is caused by quantum effect of or-
bital motions along the open Fermi surfaces in a strong
magnetic field has attracted interest.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) The
anomaly of the resistivity in a strong magnetic field has
been observed8, 9, 10) in quasi-one-dimensional (Q1D) or-
ganic superconductors (TMTSF)2X (where anion X is
ClO4 or PF6) when the magnetic field is applied along
the second conducting axis (b axis). This is thought to
be a signal of the superconductivity in a strong magnetic
field, since the critical temperature Tc(H) exceeds both
the upper critical field Hc2 derived in GL theory
11, 12)
and Pauli paramagnetic limit HP[T]= 1.84Tc[K].
13, 14)
In the Q1D system, it has been known1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6)
that the spin-singlet superconductivity is not destroyed
completely due to the Zeeman effect by constructing
the Larkin-Ovchinnikov-Fulde-Ferrell (LOFF) supercon-
ducting state15, 16) in which Cooper pair is formed by the
electrons (k, ↑) and (−k+q, ↓). The electron (−k+q, ↓)
can be on the down-spin Fermi surface for any (k, ↑)
on the up-spin Fermi surface in a 1D system by choos-
ing the appropriate q, which is similar to the nesting of
the Fermi surface in the spin-density-wave (SDW) case.
Even in the Q1D system, the “nesting” condition for
the LOFF state was thought to become perfect in the
strong magnetic field.1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) These theoretical cal-
culations1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7) for Tc(H) based on the approxima-
tion that the Fermi velocity is independent of the posi-
tion of the Fermi surface.
Recently, Lebed17) has shown that the nonlinearity ef-
fect of the energy dispersion along the a axis on the Zee-
man splitting causes the finite upper critical field in Q1D
systems. He obtained that the critical magnetic field
for the LOFF state is HLOFFP ∼ 0.6
√
ta/tbHP, where ta
and tb are the hopping matrix elements along a and b
axes, respectively. Applying this result to (TMTSF)2X,
HLOFFP ∼ 4Tesla is obtained, which is smaller than the
experimentally observed value by Lee et al. (at least
7T).8, 9) This result may suggest that the superconduc-
tivity in this system is a spin-triplet state which is not
affected by the Zeeman effect. However, Tc(H) mea-
sured by Lee et al. does not reveal the reentrant behav-
ior expected in the case of spin-triplet superconductiv-
ity.1, 2, 3, 4, 5)
In this paper, we study Tc(H) of a Q1D spin-singlet
superconductor by taking the optimal pair momentum
q and introducing the higher harmonic terms along the
second conducting axis in the tight-binding model, which
has been discussed in the field-induced-spin-density-
wave (FISDW)18, 19, 20) and the quantum hole effect
(QHE)21, 22) in FISDW. We consider both isotropic and
anisotropic pairing states for spin-singlet superconduc-
tivity, since the symmetry of the pairing is still contro-
versial.23, 24)
We consider the anisotropic tight-binding model in-
cluding the effect of the Zeeman splitting (we take h¯ =
kB = c0 = 1, where c0 is the velocity of light):
Ek,σ = −2ta cos(akx)− 2tb cos(bky)− 2t2b cos(2bky)
−2t3b cos(3bky)− 2t4b cos(4bky)− 2tc cos(ckz)
−σµBH − µ, (1)
where ta ≫ tb ≫ |t2b| > |t3b| > |t4b| ∼ tc, σµBH is the
Zeeman energy for ↑ (↓) spin (σ = +(−)) and µ is the
chemical potential to give the quarter filled electrons.
The orbital effect of the magnetic field is treated by the
Peierls substitution, i.e. H0 = E(k → −i∇− eA). We
take the vector potential A as A = (0, 0,−Hx). Since
ta ≫ tb, we can linearize the energy dispersion along kx
for each ky . Then the eigenvalues are given by
ǫαkx,ky,σ = v
F
ky ,σ
(αkx − kFky ,σ), (2)
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where α = sgn(kx) refers to the right/left sheet of the
Fermi surface. Although we linearize the dispersion, we
consider the ky and σ dependence of the Fermi wave
number kFky,σ and the Fermi velocity along the a axis,
vFky ,σ = 2taa sin(ak
F
ky ,σ
). Note that kFky ,σ and v
F
ky,σ
do
not depend on kz when the magnetic field is applied along
the b axis. For given ky and σ, k
F
ky,σ
is obtained by,
kFky ,σ =
1
a
cos−1 [(2tb cos(bky) + 2t2b cos(2bky)
+ 2t3b cos(3bky) + 2t4b cos(4bky)
+ σµBH + µ)/ta] . (3)
The corresponding eigenstates are
φαk,σ(r) = e
ik·r
∑
n
ein(ckz−Gx)Jn(η
α
ky ,σ
), (4)
where G = eHc, Jn(η
α
ky,σ
) is Bessel function and ηαky,σ =
−2αtc/vFky,σG.
If we expand Ek,σ to the second order in tb/ta around
kx ∼ ±kF in eq. (1), we obtain
Eky,σ,α ≈ vF(αkx − kF)− 2tb cos(bky)− 2t2b cos(2bky)
− 2t3b cos(3bky)− 2t4b cos(4bky)− βtb cos2(bky)
+ σµBH(1− β cos(bky))− 2tc cos(ckz)− µ, (5)
where kF and vF = 2ta sin(akF) are the Fermi velocity
and the Fermi wave number in the 1D case (tb = 0),
respectively and β =
√
2tb/ta. Lebed has discussed that
the term proportional to β in the Zeeman energy causes
the finite critical field in Q1D systems. In the following,
we do not use the expansion of Ek,σ around ±kF (eq.
(5)). We calculate Tc(H) by using eqs. (2)∼(4).
The one-particle Green’s function in the mixed repre-
sentation is
Gασ(x, x
′, ky , kz;ωn) =
∑
n,n′
ein(ckz−Gx)+in
′(ckz−Gx
′)
×Jn(ηα¯ky ,σ)Jn′(ηαky ,σ)
∑
kx
eikx(x−x
′)G˜ασ(kx, ky;ωn), (6)
where G˜ασ(kx, ky, ωn) = 1/(iωn−ǫαkx,ky,σ) and ωn = (2n+
1)πT is a Matsubara frequency.
We first study Tc(H) of the isotropic superconductiv-
ity caused by the on-site attractive interaction λ in the
mean field approximation. The linearized gap equation
for an isotropic superconductivity is obtained as2, 3, 5)
∆(x) = λT
∑
ky,kz
∑
α,ωn
∫
|x−x′|>d
dx′∆(x′)
×Gασ(x, x′, ky, kz ;ωn)Gα¯σ¯(x, x′,−ky,−kz;−ωn), (7)
where d is the cutoff.
The solutions of the gap equation (7) are written as
∆Q(x) = e
iQx
∑
l
∆Q2le
i2lGx, (8)
where Bloch wave vector Q is taken as −G < Q ≤ G.
Then eq. (7) is written as a matrix equation
∆Q2l = λ
∑
l′
ΠQ2l,2l′∆
Q
2l′ , (9)
where
ΠQ2l,2l′ =
∑
N
∑
ky
SNl,l′(ky)K˜ky (Q+NG). (10)
The coefficients SNl,l′(ky) for an isotropic superconductiv-
ity are defined by
SNl,l′(ky) =
∑
n
Jn+l(η
α
ky ,σ
)Jn+l′(η
α
ky ,σ
)
× Jn−l+N (ηαky ,σ¯)Jn−l′+N(ηαky ,σ¯). (11)
In the above K˜ky (qx) is given by
K˜ky (qx) = T
∑
ωn
∑
α,kx
G˜ασ(kx, ky;ωn)G˜
α¯
σ¯(qx − kx,−ky;−ωn)
=
∑
α
2
vFky ,σ + v
F
ky,σ¯
[
ln
(
2Ωγ
πT
)
+Ψ
(
1
2
)
− ReΨ
(
1
2
+
V Fky ,σ
4iπT
(kFky ,σ − kFky,σ¯ + αqx)
)]
, (12)
where V Fky ,σ = 2v
F
ky,σ
vFky ,σ¯/(v
F
ky,σ
+ vFky ,σ¯), γ is the expo-
nential of the Euler constant, Ω is the cutoff energy and
Ψ is the digamma function. If kFky,σ − kFky ,σ¯ +αqx = 0 is
satisfied, K˜ky (qx) diverges logarithmically as T goes to
zero. This logarithmic divergence survives over the ky
summation in eq. (10) only when Fermi surfaces for the
up and down spins are “nested”. This is not the case
when the ky dependence of the Fermi wave number is
taken into account. The “nesting” of the Fermi surface
becomes worse as H increases, and as a result the critical
magnetic field has a finite value.
In eq. (12), kFky ,σ−kFky,σ¯, which is the wave number of
the Cooper pair of electrons on the left Fermi surface of
down-spin and right Fermi surface of up-spin, gives the
information of the “nesting” condition as shown in Fig.
1(a). In Fig. 1(b), we plot a(kFky ,σ−kFky,σ¯) for tb/ta = 0.1,
t4b/tb = 0 and some values of higher harmonic terms
t2b and t3b at H = 5T. We write the x-component of
“nesting vector” or the wave number of the Cooper pair
q as qx(s) = 2sµBH/vF, and plot aqx(s) in Fig. 1.
In Fig. 2, we plot Tc(H) of the isotropic supercon-
ductivity obtained from eq. (9). In the following, we
take parameters as 2ta = 1950K, tb/ta = 0.1, t4b/tb = 0,
Tc(0) = 1.35K. The maximum value of Tc(H) for each
H is obtained by optimizing qx(s).
The lines with squares, solid circles and open circles in
Fig. 2 are obtained for tc/ta = 0, which corresponds to
no orbital effect. The optimized Tc(H) in the absence
of higher harmonic terms is plotted by the line with
solid circles. We find that the critical field at T = 0,
HLOFFP ∼ 6.0T is more than two times larger than the
Pauli paramagnetic limit HP = 1.84Tc(0) ∼= 2.5T. This
result is also larger than that of the squares, where the
nesting vector q is fixed to be 2µBH/vF, (s = 1) as stud-
ied by Lebed5) (HLOFFP
∼= 0.6
√
ta/tbHP ∼ 4.7T). By
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic Q1D Fermi surface in kx-ky plane in a mag-
netic field. (b) a(kF
ky ,σ
− kF
ky,σ¯
) as a function of ky/(bpi). We
take parameters as tb/ta = 0.1, t4b/tb = 0, quarter filled band
and H = 5Tesla. The long-dashed (dotted) line represents the
x-component aqx(s) = 2saµBH/vF of the “nesting” vector aq in
s = 1.0(0.9).
adding the higher harmonic terms t2b/tb = −0.1 and
t3b/tb = −0.07, HLOFFP becomes larger (the open cir-
cle line in Fig. 2, HLOFFP ∼ 9T). The enhancement of
Tc(H) and H
LOFF
P due to the optimization of q and the
higher harmonic terms (t2b < 0) can be understood by
the “nesting” of the Fermi surface as follows. At low tem-
peratures, only electrons with vFky,σ|kFky,σ−kFky,σ¯+αqx| <
δ ∼ T can contribute to forming Cooper pairs. The area
on the Fermi surface, where vFky ,σ|kFky ,σ−kFky,σ¯+αqx| < δ,
is proportional to
√
δ as δ → 0 if down Fermi surface
touches the up Fermi surface by the translation of q,
while it is proportional to δ if two Fermi surfaces cross
by the translation. Since
√
δ ≫ δ for δ → 0, HLOFFP
becomes largest when the Fermi surfaces touch by the
translation, which is equivalent to the case when qx(s)
touches kFky ,σ − kFky ,σ¯ in Fig. 1(b). The enhancement
of HLOFFP in 2D by this mechanism has been studied by
Shimahara.25) These are two possibilities of choosing op-
timal qx(s), i.e., qx(s) touches k
F
ky ,σ
− kFky,σ¯ at ky ≈ 0 or
ky ≈ ±π/b. It may depend on the curvature of the Fermi
surface and the Fermi velocity that which qx(s) gives the
higherHLOFFP . We found that H
LOFF
P is the largest when
qx(s) touches at ky ≈ 0. If we take the positive t2b, the
“nesting” becomes worse at ky ≈ 0, although it becomes
better at ky ≈ ±π/b as shown by the dot-dashed line
Fig. 1(b). In this case HLOFFP is not enhanced. We get
HLOFFP ≈ 5.8T for t2b/tb = 0.1 and t3b/tb = −0.07. On
the other hand kFky,σ − kFky ,σ¯ becomes flatter at ky ≈ 0
when t2b is negative as shown by the dashed line in Fig.
1(b), resulting in the better “nesting” and largerHLOFFP ,
as shown by the line with open circles in Fig. 2.
Next, we take the effect of orbital motions into ac-
count. Since the field dependence of the initial slope
dHbc2/dT |Tc(0) is approximately given by the parame-
ter tcta
3, 5) in the week field limit, we take parameters
as 2ta ∼ 1950K, 2tc ∼ 3.0K, a ∼ 7A˚, c ∼ 13A˚ and
Tc(0) ∼ 1.35K in order to fit the initial slope observed in
(TMTSF)2ClO4.
8, 9) The transition temperature is plot-
ted as the thick solid line in Fig. 2. This curve seems to
be consistent with the experiments in organic supercon-
ductors (TMTSF)2X by Lee et al.
8, 9)
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Fig. 2. Transition temperature Tc(H) of an isotropic pairing as a
function of the magnetic field in the case of tb/ta = 0.1, t4b/tb =
0, Tc(0) = 1.35K for quarter filled electrons. The lines with
squares and open circles and thick solid line are obtained from
the optimal qx(s) giving the maximum value of Tc(H). If s is
fixed in 1.0, we get the line with solid circles.
We also study Tc(H) of an anisotropic spin-singlet
state. As shown in our previous paper,5) the linearized
gap equation for the anisotropic spin-singlet state is
given by
∆(x) = 2UT
∑
ky ,kz
cos2(ckz)
∑
α,ωn
∫
|x−x′|>d
dx′∆(x′)
×Gα↑ (x, x′, ky, kz, ωn)Gα¯↑ (x, x′,−ky,−kz,−ωn). (13)
where U is the nearest-site attractive interaction along
the c axis. The energy gap is zero at the lines |ckz| = π/2
in this model. As in the isotropic case, eq. (13) is written
as a matrix equation
∆Q2l = 2U
∑
l′
∑
N
∑
ky
DNl,l′(ky)K˜ky (Q+NG)∆
Q
2l′ , (14)
where K˜ky(qx) is given in eq. (12) and the coefficients
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DNl,l′(ky) is defined by
DNl,l′(ky) =
1
4
[
M1N,l,l′(ky) +M
−1
N,l,l′(ky) + 2M
0
N,l,l′(ky)
]
,
(15)
where M jN,l,l′(ky) is given by
M jN,l,l′(ky) =
∑
n
Jn+l(η
α
ky,σ
)Jn+l′+j(η
α
ky ,σ
)
× Jn−l+N (ηαky,σ¯)Jn−l′+N−j(ηαky,σ¯). (16)
In Fig. 3, we plot Tc(H) of an anisotropic spin-
singlet superconductivity. Since the initial slope of the
anisotropic spin singlet state is
√
2 times larger than
that in the isotropic state,5) we take parameters as
2ta ∼ 2070K and 2tc ∼ 4.0K in order to fit the ex-
perimental results. Other parameters are same as in the
isotropic pairing case.
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Fig. 3. Transition temperature Tc(H) of the anisotropic pairing
as a function of the magnetic field.
If U = λ and tc = 0 (η
α
ky ,σ
= 0), Tc(H) of an
anisotropic spin-singlet is same as an isotropic pairing
since SNl,l′(ky) = D
N
l,l′(ky) = δl0δl′0δN0. When tc 6= 0, the
behavior of Tc(H) for an anisotropic spin-singlet state is
different from that for the isotropic case, but the differ-
ence between them is small.
In conclusion, we have calculated Tc(H) of the
isotropic and anisotropic spin-singlet superconductiv-
ity in Q1D electrons. Although the Zeeman split-
ting strongly suppresses the superconductivity, the crit-
ical magnetic field is enhanced by choosing the opti-
mal “nesting vector” and taking account of the higher
harmonic terms in the energy dispersion. This re-
sult seems to be consistent with Tc(H) observed in the
(TMTSF)2X,
8, 9, 10) which may show not only the pos-
sibility of spin-singlet pairing in this system but impor-
tance of higher harmonic terms.
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